DIGITAL SECURITY

SERVICE BRIEF

Digital Security Camera Systems
Protect Your Business Assets
Surveillance Systems Installed by
the Pros
Our security consultaon and installaon
experts give you the best surveillance system
possible for your business.
Sure, you could just buy cheap security
cameras, point it at your front door and
hook it up to your laptop, but do you really
want to leave the security of your enre
organizaon up to one low resoluon
camera that you found on sale? You run a
professional company; you deserve a
professional security system. We can design
and install a surveillance system for your
business that will meet your security needs
and put eyes on every corner of your
property.

Go High-Resoluon and See
Everything!
Clearly capture important details so that the
authories can capture the perpetrators.
Back when analog CCTV cameras were the
standard, security cameras were known for
their poor video quality, and the resoluon
only got worse the longer the cables were
stretched. Thanks to advancements in digital
photography, like progressive scan and
increased megapixel density, there are now
digital cameras that will allow you to read
details as small as the text on a sales
receipt! There are literally hundreds of

surveillance cameras that you can choose
from. It can be a li-le overwhelming to shop
for the right camera for your surveillance
needs while also staying within your
company's budget. We will be happy to ﬁnd
the best camera and security system for
your business!

Only Record What's Important
Use surveillance so ware to
automacally record the events of
interest.

Advanced network cameras and video
encoders with built-in intelligence and
analycs can be programmed to record
Ulize Your Network for Digital
only what you want them to record.
Using moon and light detectors to
Surveillance
Access your security cameras from anywhere trigger recordings, you can set your
and customize your system to ﬁt your needs. security system to only record events.
You can also program speciﬁc mes to
capture recordings, or have the camera
No longer do you need to archive boxes of
only record when the alarm is triggered.
VHS tapes to keep your security footage
Digital network recording will let you
organized. Digital security cameras make
customize your security se8ngs to give
use of network digital video recorders
you as much or as li-le video recordings
(DVR), that feed their recordings straight
as you think that you need in order to be
into a server on your own secure network,
or even to the cloud; this means that ﬁnding safe.
a physical closet to store old
tapes is no longer an issue.
Using video encoders, the
digital footage can be
accessed remotely, even on a
mobile device. This gives you
and anybody else on your
security team the freedom to
check in on your business
from anywhere. With a
security network set up, you
will have the ability to hire a
third party security ﬁrm to remotely monitor
your property.
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